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Abstract
Assessment is a crucial component of the teaching and learning process within any educational setting. In many educational contexts, teacher-constructed achievement tests serve as the primary means of assessment. Such tests can measure the attainment of educational objectives, facilitate effective instruction, and provide positive washback. This research employs a narrative inquiry approach to explore the test construction practices and to identify the influencing factors that shape these practices. It explores the lived experiences of a group of novice and experienced English language teachers at the tertiary level in Bangladesh. Individual stories are analysed using Brown and Abeywickrama's (2010) five language assessment principles. The findings of this study reveal a substantial gap between the principles of test construction and the actual practices and reveal that practices are predominantly shaped by institutional regulations rather than teachers' grasp of assessment theory and techniques. Findings of the study have implications for teachers in constructing practical tests, teacher trainers in designing training modules for novice teachers, and policymakers in developing appropriate assessment policies.
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1. Introduction
Assessment plays a critical role in any educational domain. It involves systematically collecting information on a learner's language ability or achievement (Bachman 2004). It is a cornerstone in the educational system that impacts various processes like teaching, learning, and decision-making (Black & Wiliam, 1998; Coombs et al., 2018). Test, a subset of assessment, is widely used in many educational contexts as the primary means of student assessment. Though high-stake standardised tests are usually constructed and administered by testing professionals, achievement tests in educational programs are mostly constructed by the course teachers. While a well-constructed test can provide a reliable measure of learners' ability, a poorly constructed test might negatively affect learning and teaching. Brown and Abeywickrama (2010) highlighted the complexity of good test construction, for it requires the use of both science and art.

Assessment literacy is necessary for all teachers as they might not have the same educational background and experience to navigate the complexities related to test construction. It has primarily been defined as

“teachers’ understanding of assessment processes as well as their capacities to design assessment tasks, develop adequate criteria for making valid judgments on
the quality of students’ performances, and understand and act upon the information that is collected through assessment” (Hay & Penney, 2013, pp. 69–70).

Hence, it is essential to know how teachers in different contexts and levels of their teaching service navigate the complexities of test construction. Identifying the dominant factors that shape and regulate their test construction practices is also important.

The education system in Bangladesh is distinctly characterised by its heavy reliance on achievement tests. At the secondary level, teaching and learning mostly revolve around achieving good grades in the exams. (Amin & Greenwood, 2018). The assessment procedures within secondary and higher secondary education are notably shaped by the significant impact of high-stakes examinations administered by various education boards. (Rahman & Khan 2021; Sultana, 2018). Conversely, English language assessment practice at the tertiary level holds distinct characteristics as English teachers adopt a more engaged role in assessment-related processes. They assume wide responsibilities that span the creation of tests, moderation of questions, the administration of tests, and the compilation and dissemination of results. Despite English teachers’ heavy involvement in assessment-related activities at the tertiary level, almost no study has explored the assessment practice of English teachers at the tertiary level in Bangladesh to date.

This study explores the lived experiences of English teachers at the tertiary level in Bangladesh with the aim of investigating their regular assessment practices. It mainly focuses on their question-setting strategies for the achievement tests. Individual perceptions of the participants towards such practices are also highlighted to identify the factors that influence or shape their question-setting strategies.

2. Literature Review

Among the different assessment processes, question setting plays a significant role in measuring students’ learning outcomes, problem-solving activities, and critical thinking. The use of questions in the assessment practice is multifaceted: eliciting existing knowledge, fostering the development of understanding, and cultivating the capacities for critical thinking of the students. While properly constructed questions promote learning, poorly framed questions can impede learning (Tofade et al., 2013). Formatting questions are mainly of two types: convergent and divergent questions. Convergent questions are intended to elicit a single best response from the learner while divergent questions are more open-ended and require critical thinking to answer (McComas & Abraham, 2004). Questions can also be classified according to their ability to measure learners’ cognitive level. A hierarchical framework for measuring cognitive ability was initially proposed by Bloom (1956) and later modified by Anderson and Krathwohl (2001). According to this framework, questions should be designed to measure different levels of cognition, from mere memory recall to a higher level of critical thinking and creation.

Teachers’ assessment strategies and preferred assessment methods are subject to multiple factors, encompassing assessment education, individual needs, and personal preferences (Coombs et al., 2018). The approaches teachers adopt in their assessment practices are intrinsically tied to their conceptual understanding and practical knowledge, which they have developed within their unique educational environments (Deluca et al., 2018). Recognising the pivotal role of teachers’ assessment practices in shaping students’ learning outcomes and achievements (Black & Wiliam, 1998; DeLuca et al., 2018; Hattie, 2008), there exists a pertinent need to understand the disparities and commonalities in teachers’ assessment approaches across diverse learning and instructional settings.
Brown and Abeywickrama (2010) proposed five principles of language assessment: practicality, reliability, validity, authenticity, and washback. According to them, such characteristics should be applied to any form of assessment either in question setting, script marking, or test administration for the effectiveness of any formal test. In setting a question paper for any formative or summative test, Brown and Abeywickrama’s (2010) five principles of language assessment should be addressed in the following way:

Practicality: Instructions in the questions should be clear and manageable for both test takers and administrators. It refers to formulating test questions so that test takers can complete the test within the stipulated time.

Reliability: Reliability in question setting refers to formulating questions for a test with clear instructions for both test takers and the scorer. If the test contains multiple-choice items, the distractors must be evenly tricky, and the answers should not be easily singled out. A reliable test item should not have more than one correct answer. Questions should be designed to yield consistent results, ensuring that different test versions produce similar outcomes.

Validity: A valid test measures precisely what it is supposed to measure and nothing else. The items of question in the test must be familiar to the students and their learning objectives. As a result, a valid test should be aligned with the course objectives.

Authenticity: An authentic test contains test items that replicate real-world tasks. The items in the test should be contextualised, not isolated. The language used in the question paper of tests has to be as natural as possible. When a test is designed in such a way that influences learners to be involved in learning, it achieves positive washback.

Washback: It considers the impact of the test on teaching and learning. Questions should be aligned with the curriculum and encourage effective teaching practices. Additionally, it should provide clear and constructive feedback to test takers to help them improve. Positive washback occurs when test questions align with course objectives and help students achieve those objectives through tests. Conversely, negative washback occurs when students merely memorise test items and the test does not effectively measure the course's objectives.

The above five principles can provide valuable guidelines for evaluating the practice of test constructions by English teachers at the tertiary level in Bangladesh.

Assessment practice has been investigated widely in different EFL contexts across the world, namely China, Indonesia, New Zealand, Vietnam, UK (Alderson & Buck, 1993; Alderson, 2010; Fan & Jin, 2013; Fjørtoft, et al. 2024; Phuong et al. 2023; Xu & Liu, 2009; Zulaiha et al., 2020); Coniam (2009) found that English tests produced by EFL teachers in Hong Kong lack reliability, while Glusac & Milic (2021) found that instructions in teacher-made written tests lack clarity and recommended training teachers in writing instructions. Weng (2023) found that writing assessment literacy (WAL) among Chinese tertiary level EFL teachers was positively influenced by their academic background and training. Islam, et al. (2021) raised concerns about the reliability and validity of English tests in Bangladesh, identifying ineffective assessment as a root cause of English language learning failure and recommending teacher training to improve knowledge, skills, and professionalism. There are some studies that have focused on the effect of testing on the motivation, self-resilience and foreign language anxiety of EFL students (Ahmed et al. et al., 2023; Chakmak et al., 2023; Ismail et al., 2023; Wicaksono, 2023). In addition, a few researchers have investigated the perception of teachers towards English language assessment (Isik, 2021; Sohrabi et al., 2022). Findings of their research emphasised the need for pre-service and in-service
training in integrating teaching and assessment, considering assessment as a complementary component of the teaching process. However, research on the perceptions of teachers towards question-setting strategies in English language education at the tertiary level in Bangladesh is scarce to date.

The current study, therefore, aims to explore the assessment practices, especially the methods of constructing achievement tests in various public and private universities in Bangladesh. It also aims to identify the dominant factors that shape and regulate the testing concepts of the participant teachers. Given the impact of teachers' assessment practices on student learning, this study aimed to investigate the following research questions:

i. What strategies are employed for question setting by the English teachers at the tertiary level in Bangladesh?

ii. What influential factors do shape and regulate their question-setting practices?

3. Method

This study adopted a narrative inquiry into the lived experiences of a group of novice and expert English teachers at different public and private universities in Bangladesh to explore their perceptions towards their assessment practice, particularly question-setting practices. This article is part of a larger research on the overall assessment practice of English language teachers at the tertiary level in Bangladesh. Though the original study conceptualised assessment practices into three main areas: question setting, script evaluation and test administration, this article reports on question setting strategies employed by tertiary level English teachers in Bangladesh.

This study collected narratives from eight English teachers using criterion sampling (Patton, 2002). Participants were selected based on three main criteria: teaching experience, education or training in language testing and assessment, their teaching institution, and the type of institute they teach. Data was collected from two main cities: Dhaka, the capital city and Chittagong, the second-largest city in Bangladesh. Participants were selected in terms of their length of teaching experience from both public and private universities in Bangladesh. Participants with more than ten years of teaching were regarded as experienced, while participants with less than three years of teaching experience were regarded as novices. Two experienced and two novice teachers were selected from two public and two private universities for this study. Four of the informants have previous educational backgrounds in testing and assessment. At the initial part of each interview session, the demographic information of the participants, namely age, gender, and educational background, was identified, though the age and gender of informants were not considered essential variables for the study.
4. Findings

This section analyses the interview data on the participants’ experiences of Question-setting strategies and their perceptions towards such practices. The analysis will determine the factors that shape and regulate their question-setting practices.

4.1 Question-Setting Strategies

All the participants in the study are involved in teaching Foundation English courses to undergraduate students and preparing achievement tests. The teachers in the public university mostly follow a summative assessment through a four-hour pen-and-paper achievement test. In contrast, the participants in the private universities follow continuous assessment and a summative pen and paper written test at the end of the semester. The very nature of the course and the academic context largely influence teachers’ assessment practice.

The English course in public universities focuses mainly on teaching reading, grammar and writing. There is no test of listening and speaking. The year-end summative test is a 100-mark test designed by the course teacher and by a second examiner. The two sets of questions are then moderated by a three-member moderation committee. The items in the test include unseen reading comprehension, grammar and writing. Grammar is tested through discrete point items like sentence corrections, fill-in-the-blanks, changing sentences and so on. The writing section consists of writing letters, applications, paragraphs and essays.
4.1.1 Reliance on Ready-Made Sources

Findings of the interview show that all participants show a similar trend in question-setting strategies. Both experienced and novice English teachers from both public and private universities depend on ready-made sources like English grammar books, English Language Graded books, Reference books, and online resource materials for setting questions. Participants of the novice category mostly copy ready-made questions from English language books published by different publishers. They reported,

*I do not test grammar through isolated sentences. I test grammar in context. However, my other colleagues test grammar in isolation because they believe it is easy to set questions and mark. I use the internet for resources to set questions. I take reading articles from the internet. I believe I mainly focus on the time I spend answering the questions. Sometimes, I receive requests to clarify the instructions while I am on invigilation duty in the exam hall. I believe I understand the technicalities related to the importance of writing clear instructions while setting questions. I always teach students how to follow instructions while answering questions. [T8]*

However, experienced teachers claim to change the contents they take from ready-made sources. T1 reported,

*I use many internet resources for setting questions. I adapt the ready-made questions from different websites according to my context. In addition to internet resources, I also use course books for setting questions.*

The above examples show the reliance of the participants on ready-made teaching materials instead of preparing authentic materials based on the level and context of learners, although the experienced teachers make some changes in adapting the commercial materials. Regarding the use of textbooks in question setting, Taylor (2009) states that most accessible textbooks are “highly technical or too specialised for language educators seeking to understand basic principles and practice in assessment” (p. 23). In the same way, Bailey and Brown (1996) and Brown and Bailey (2008) found that teachers usually develop their familiarity with particular textbooks by using them for a longer period, and textbooks are hardly changed. In the same way, the informants of this study are dependent on using textbooks in preparing their question papers.

Reliance on ready-made sources for setting questions indicates that they focus more on personal convenience than the validity and authenticity of their questions. Brown and Abeywickrama (2010) suggest that validity and authenticity should be reflected in the question-setting practices of English language teachers. According to the principle of validity, the question items in the test must be familiar to the students and should be aligned with the course objectives. He further argues that question items should be authentic based on the context of the learners. However, ready-made commercial materials, i.e., textbooks, graded English language books, or online-based reading materials, are published in different contexts. They might not be associated with the needs, context or objectives of

---

1 The excerpt collected from participants' interviews is presented in italics, and no grammatical changes were applied here to preserve data validity.
English language programs in Bangladesh. Hence, the validity and authenticity of the assessment are not appropriately maintained.

4.1.2 Following Previous Years Test Format

Individual narratives of the informants of this study demonstrate that they follow question patterns of the previously held examination of English language courses at their respective universities. When they were asked to describe their first experiences of question setting for the course they first taught, they all shared a similar experience of following the previous year's question paper. They reported,

At the beginning of my teaching, when I was asked to set a question, I felt nervous. When I sought help from one of the senior teachers, she gave me a question from previous years. [T7]
I found question setting very difficult and time-consuming in the beginning. I did not receive any instruction for setting questions from my department. I did not receive any support from other colleagues either. I did not ask for any support. In my early teaching days, I simply followed the patterns of previous years’ questions. [T1]

The above practice suggests that teachers are not fully aware of the purpose of assessment. Their classroom teaching is also primarily influenced by their assessment practice as they mainly teach the items that students must answer in their final exam. Research shows that ESL teachers prefer the traditional examination system, a practice of traditional teaching and assessment systems in which they had schooling experiences (Singh & Arshad, 2013). It is also evident that ESL teachers encourage students to develop a memorisation culture by engaging them in final exam-specific activities throughout the term or semesters (Chan & Sidhu, 2011). Individual narratives of this study show that traditional test formats are convenient for teachers when they are setting questions. They often prepare templates and resources for creating such tests, which can save time and effort compared to designing more innovative assessment tasks. It usually happens due to several reasons. Firstly, there is a huge workload of teachers in both private and public universities in Bangladesh. Teachers at private universities are engaged with teaching, continuous assessment and results publication throughout the year. This is because they have to teach many courses at a time for each semester. In the same way, English teachers at public universities are highly occupied with question setting and script evaluation as English is a compulsory course for all disciplines, and the exam is usually held in the same periods. In addition, each discipline requires two examiners for the English test due to the double examination system. However, the number of English teachers is minimal compared to the number of departments, institutes, and students. For this reason, teachers have to prepare question papers for many English courses at a time, and they depend on following the previous year’s question patterns at their earliest convenience. However, it is essential to balance convenience with the effectiveness of assessment in promoting meaningful learning outcomes for students.

Such practice of ‘teaching to the test’ raises concern about the washback effect of the test. Once the teachers start following the existing question format, they can hardly come out of it. As a result, the same question pattern keeps repeating year after year. This causes a negative washback effect. Washback is known as the influence of testing on teaching and learning (Alderson & Wall, 1993). According to Brown and Hudson (2002), test items should be directly related to the language teaching/learning process as they represent the
components of the language curriculum at the pre-defined level. As long as the test items are parallel with the objectives of the syllabus/curriculum, they will have potential positive backwash effects on the learners; otherwise, they will negatively influence their learning. Research conducted in the education system of Bangladesh (Sultana, 2019; Hamid, 2011; Islam, 2015; Karim, 2004; Rahman, 2015; Selim & Mahboob, 2001) found similar patterns of teaching to the tests in the secondary and higher secondary levels.

4.1.3 Focus on Time than the Test Constructs

The purpose of the assessment is to assist test takers in knowing what they can perform well and what they should improve. For this reason, the teachers should focus on the assessment task based on the course objectives. However, two novice teachers in this study have reported focusing more on the test duration than the test constructs while setting questions. They ensure they put enough items for the students to write for four hours.

While conducting class tests I allot time based on marks for the class test. I think test time is based on the total marks. For example, 2 hours to answer a written test of 40 marks, for 30 marks 1 hour and a half, for 15 marks 45 minutes. I must conduct the class tests within the class hour. [T8]

The above excerpt shows that the participant is unaware of the course objectives. She is not quite sure what she will measure through the test. It represents novice English teachers' current trends and challenges in their regular assessment practices. It has happened to them as they were not provided with any training or instruction on question setting since they were first involved in such assessment activities. It raises questions about the validity of the questions they set and the lack of their assessment literacy.

4.2 Concerns about Assessment Literacy

Language assessment literacy means the knowledge, skills and principles for language testing (Davies, 2008; Fulcher, 2012). In several studies (Giraldo, 2018; Inbar-Lourie, 2008, 2013; Malone, 2008), teachers’ assessment literacy is directly connected with good assessment practices. The findings of this study contradict the common belief that teachers’ assessment literacy is directly reflected in their assessment practices.

Despite their qualifications, education, and involvement in assessment-related activities, two informants of the experienced category expressed reservations about their assessment literacy and practical implementation. They commented on their assessment practice,

Though I studied a language testing and assessment course, and I am familiar with the concepts of validity, reliability and practicality, I cannot transform my knowledge into practice. [T2]

I don’t consider myself an assessment literate though I studied, conducted workshops with teachers and published articles, I cannot practice what I know. [T1]

This gap between theoretical knowledge and actual practice is also acknowledged by O’Loughlin (2006). He maintains that Language testing is a “notoriously difficult domain of knowledge for students in second language teacher education programs” due to the intricate balance between its highly abstract theoretical concepts and their practical applications (O’Loughlin, 2006, p. 71). Although assessment knowledge is indeed essential for teachers’ successful assessment practices, some research has found that professional training
programs often fail to train teachers to develop assessment tasks aligned with course objectives or evaluate the exam script perfectly (Kao, 2023). This implies that the relationship between assessment knowledge and effective assessment practices might be more complex and influenced by various factors, such as teaching context, institutional guidelines, and personal challenges. The study highlights the need to consider these nuances when assessing teachers’ assessment literacy and its translation into practice.

4.3 Institutional Influence on Assessment Practice

Brindley (2001) states that the social context of testing should be considered for the discussion of effective assessment practices. Individual stories of the novice English teachers of this study show the institutional influence on their assessment practices. T8 reported,

*My senior colleague told me “make easy questions for the students so that they can pass. Don’t make complicated questions”. I often receive unfair requests from the chairman of other departments where I teach the English course. They direct me to set easy questions for the students of their departments. I think a private university is a kind of business. As they have a tendency to attract students by giving more marks.*

The experience of T8’s receiving unfair requests from other departments’ chairmen to set easier questions raises concerns about external interference in assessment practices in the private universities in Bangladesh. The impact of institutional regulations and culture on T8’s assessment practices indicates the influence of external factors on teachers’ approaches to assessment.

On the other hand, T2 and T1 from a public university background tell their experiences—

*As we maintain a double examiner system in our university, when I set questions as a second examiner, I usually don’t pay much attention to the details of the questions. In my university, the moderation board usually takes 80% of the questions from the first examiner and 20% from the second examiner. I think the double examiner system in public universities largely influences our question-setting practice. We act differently in terms of our roles as first examiners, second examiners, and members of the moderation committee. When I set questions as a first examiner, my question setting is mostly regulated by the contents I taught during the course. In contrast, when we set questions as a second examiner we hardly bother about the contents taught during the course. Again, when I work as a member of the moderation committee I focus on the standards of the questions.*

The situation is totally different in the private university as they have a single examiner system in the private universities. The course teachers are empowered to set questions as they want. Though some universities have moderation systems, the moderation committee does not usually make any major changes. They just check if the calculation of the total marks is okay or if there are any grammatical mistakes in the instructions of the questions. [T2]

*I perform a range of assessment activities like setting questions, question moderation, and script evaluation. I also conduct quiz tests, and class tests as part*
of continuous assessment in my classes. My assessment practice is largely guided by the university system. My university rules force me to follow a summative assessment system, but I am aware of the significance of the formative assessment that I want to employ in my classroom teaching such as quizzes, class tests, assignments, and presentations. [T1]

Understanding how institutional norms shape assessment practices is essential for creating effective assessment policies. This finding highlights the need to maintain the integrity and validity of assessments and the importance of fostering an environment that values fair assessment practices.

4.4 Novice Teachers' Assessment Challenges

When novice teachers were asked about their experiences with assessment practices, they all expressed a wide range of challenges that they face regularly. They reported,

After joining the university as a teacher, I attended a conference where they gave a speech on language assessment and testing, but to be very honest, I didn’t have any idea. All of them said our assessment is not valid but what type of assessment is valid? I have not got the actual idea. They were saying IELTS assessment is standard but though they were university teachers they were not saying anything about university assessment. [T7]

This remark explains how novice teachers feel attending talks on language testing. It is even difficult to follow technical terms like validity. Despite completing degrees in Language and Linguistics, T7 lacked formal language testing and assessment training. Her limited training might have contributed to her uncertainty in assessment practices. T8 explains,

I don’t consider the authenticity of the tasks while setting questions. I go with the traditional items, and I don’t dare to break the tradition..... but I believe I will be able to add real-world tasks when I will be a bit experienced.

The above excerpt shows the fear of novice teachers not to do any innovative practices in question setting at this initial stage of their career. Like him, other novice teachers T4, T5 and T7 believe that the content of the questions should be familiar to the students and reflect real-world language use so that test takers can relate the task to their needs and context. Nevertheless, it is an interesting finding of this study that they all love to stay in the traditional bubbles of assessment practices.

Such perceptions of novices are also reflected in the stories of experienced teachers (T1 and T3) when they reported their experiences as a novice teacher-

I believe, my assessment practice evolved with the passage of time. With the passage of time, my assessment practice changed. I have moved from the traditional approach to the modern one. I further believe that my training and experience have helped me to prepare more standard questions than before. I currently use a lot of internet resources for setting questions whereas I previously just followed previous years’ questions. At present, I adapt the ready-made questions from different websites according to my context. In addition to internet resources, I also use course books for setting questions......[T1]
Novice teachers in my university are not given any training in question setting. There are no written instructions for either question setting or script grading. Teachers are simply given the syllabus and the previous year’s question paper to set questions. At that time teachers considered previous years’ questions as instructions. [T3]

The narratives of the experienced teachers of this study shows that they initially followed the traditional question patterns of previous years due to the lack of assessment literacy, instructional support and training. However, years of teaching experiences have provided them with adequate knowledge, skills and confidence to develop their assessment tasks incorporating the principles of assessment: authenticity and validity. The importance of adequate training and support for novice teachers in assessment methods emerges as a significant finding for this group of novice English teachers.

5. Discussion

This study focuses on the assessment practices of tertiary-level English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers in Bangladesh. Adopting narrative inquiry as its research approach, the research findings have been presented based on the lived experiences of current English teachers at different public and private universities in Chittagong region. The narrative of each participant is analysed in terms of Brown and Abeywickrama’s (2010) five principles of language testing: practicality, reliability, validity, authenticity, and washback. It has also identified their in-depth perception and attitudes towards their assessment knowledge, skills, and experiences as English teachers.

The first research question focuses on the lived experiences of the informants to identify the strategies they employ in their question-setting practices. This mainly found reliance of English teachers on ready-made resources, i.e., textbooks, internet resources and previous years’ question papers as part of question-setting strategies. In narrating their experiences, they highlighted the challenge they have to undergo as novice teachers due to their lack of experience and adequate assessment knowledge in formulating effective questions following the principles of assessment practices. Existing assessment theory proposes that the primary goal of the achievement tests is to measure what extent learners have achieved the goals set in the curriculum. As the English courses taught at tertiary level education in Bangladesh follow achievement tests, English teachers need to be well conversant with the objectives of the course.

The test items must be designed to appropriately align with the course objectives (Brown, 2004). While writing the test items, teachers should consider the fundamental principles of assessment like validity, reliability, authenticity, practicality and washback (Brown & Abeywickrama, 2010). Both teachers and students should have a clear understanding of what is going to be taught and how it will be assessed. An analysis of the data shows that all the participants are either uninformed or have a vague idea about the course objectives. In their classroom teaching, they try to cover the items in the syllabus and final tests and set questions on the topics covered during the course. They are hardly concerned about the course objectives. As a result, there is a gap between the course objectives and the measurement of the objectives. Such practice raises questions about the validity of the test.

The interviews with the participants sought to know whether the teachers consider the issue of practicality and reliability in their assessment practice; especially in designing the achievement test. While setting the questions, participants were unaware of the scoring criterion: concept, skill, and knowledge, and the reliability factors: the length (or total number
of questions), the quality of the questions, and the fit to the group being measured. Furthermore, they hardly focus on using authentic materials in developing tasks for the question paper. It is also identified that the assessment practices of such educators are predominantly shaped by institutional regulations rather than their individual understanding of assessment theory and techniques.

The second research question focuses on factors influencing question-setting practices of English teachers at tertiary level education in Bangladesh. Individual narratives of informants offered a unique perspective on the influential factors shaping assessment practices when their interview asked them to express their perception towards their experiences of question-setting practices. Factors identified here are institutional conventions and regulations, length of experience of question setting, and perceived assessment literacy.

Institutional context is the most critical factor which influences teachers’ assessment practice. Both for teaching and testing English teachers have to comply with the syllabus and the assessment system set by the respective department of the university. This is because English is a compulsory course for students of all disciplines. In the context of the public university, it is evident that the only assessment is a pen-and-paper summative test at the end of a year based on the syllabus and assessment practices set by the particular department. English teachers, therefore, hardly feel to bring any changes in their assessment system. Even if they feel like bringing any changes, they do not have the authority due to the cumbersome process of changing the ordinances.

The experienced and novice category teachers, regardless of their previous language testing and assessment education, perform similar patterns in question setting strategies in public universities. In contrast, English teachers in private universities invariably follow the semester system. As part of their institutional requirements, they follow a continuous assessment system and a summative written test at the end of the semester. Consequently, they must set questions for class tests, quizzes, and assignments. However, due to the double examiner system in public universities, teachers assume different roles while setting questions as first and second examiners. The first examiner focuses on the contents taught during the course, while the second examiner usually is not equally concerned about this. Such roles have a direct influence on teachers’ question-setting practice.

The study aimed to develop a better understanding of the complex interplay between personal, institutional, and contextual factors that inform English language teachers’ assessment methodologies by identifying and categorising the emerging themes. The findings of this research demonstrate a significant gap between the assessment principles and the actual practices employed by English teachers at the tertiary level in Bangladesh. This discrepancy is highlighted by the discriminatory practices observed between teachers at public and private universities. The assessment practices of these teachers are predominantly influenced by institutional regulations rather than the teachers’ individual assessment knowledge and expertise. In contrast to the public universities, the single examiner system in private universities provides teachers more flexibility to remain focused on course objectives.

The second most significant factor is teachers’ experience in question setting. Several experienced participants believe they have developed adequate proficiency in question
settings due to their long teaching experience despite the challenges they faced at the initial stage of their profession. Some experienced teachers in both public and private universities created their personal collections of question banks, which they use to set new questions. The novice category in both public and private universities believes that they would be able to gain more proficiency and confidence if they progress in their teaching career.

Narratives of the participants of this study reveal that the assessment practices of their schooling are one of the factors. Most novice teachers, with or without language testing and assessment education, follow a common strategy for setting questions for the first time. As students, they developed a familiarity with question patterns by appearing in the exams for an extended period in their undergraduate and postgraduate programs. Participants graduating from private universities hold different beliefs and concepts about assessment than those from public universities. However, both groups apply their previous understanding of test items in their question-setting practices when they become teachers.

Finally, inadequate assessment literacy and associated training programs impact their question-setting experiences. Novice teachers struggle to find a way to do their best in their question setting as they were not provided with any formal training. However, some of the participants reported that their previous education in testing and assessment helped them cope with the challenges of question setting, though they cannot apply their knowledge fully in practice due to excessive workload and institutional norms. Nevertheless, they feel their education in assessment helped them consider issues like practicality and authenticity in question setting. In contrast, the experienced teachers have developed their skills through attending various professional training programs and higher studies from abroad, in addition to their wide range of experience in question settings each year, but they are not also able to use their knowledge of testing and assessment in practices due to the prevailing traditional assessment system and curricular requirements set by the respective university authority. However, there is hope among them as the government of Bangladesh has taken the initiative to implement an outcome-based education policy. According to the new curriculum, teachers of both public and private universities have to set questions following Bloom’s taxonomy, which has to be implemented in all tertiary-level education very shortly.

6. Conclusion

Although this study has a small sample size, it provides insight into question-setting strategies by exploring the lived experience of a group of novice and experienced English teachers at the tertiary level of education in Bangladesh. It is the first in-depth qualitative study in the field of testing and assessment practices presenting the attitudes and individual perceptions of this group of teachers towards their experiences of question-setting practices. Although the existing research on assessment practices focuses on the effectiveness of question-making in the regular classroom setting, this study is the only one that has investigated the question-setting practices for achievement tests in English language education at the tertiary level in the context of Bangladesh. It has presented the personal stories of English teachers, including both novices and experienced teachers, to visualise their daily challenges and coping strategies with institutional norms and regulations. The individual lived experiences highlighted the urgent need for assessment literacy for teachers, educators and policymakers. This is because an individual teacher cannot make any changes in the question-setting patterns until the institution reforms its traditional approach to follow the previous year’s question. Stiggins (1997) states that
assessment literacy refers to a wide range of skills and knowledge that stakeholders, namely test writers, classroom teachers, university administrators and professional language testers, need to deal with the new world of assessment in which we have been thrust.

The findings of this study have raised the issue of the quality and effectiveness of teacher education and the process that should develop the assessment literacies of all stakeholders. It has implications for various stakeholders within the educational domain as follows:

Analysis of the data suggests that there is room for improvement in aligning assessment practices with established principles. Regular professional development programs on assessment knowledge and skills will enable them to create more effective and fair assessment methods that accurately measure student learning outcomes. By acknowledging the gap between principles and practices, they can contribute to developing more valid and reliable language tests to measure students' language proficiency levels more accurately. Furthermore, the findings of this study inform the educators of each discipline and policymakers in tertiary-level education to create changes in their decisions about existing assessment regulations and guidelines. By addressing the identified gap, policymakers can work towards creating a more equitable and standardised assessment framework that ensures consistency and quality in tertiary-level English education. To conclude, it can be said that English teachers, policymakers, university authorities, and higher education ministries can collectively contribute to improving the overall quality of assessment and, subsequently, the teaching and learning processes within the educational system.

In summary, the study highlights the need for closer alignment between assessment principles and practices in English language education at the tertiary level in Bangladesh. Future research is required to explore the overall assessment practices in English language education at the university level for different contexts worldwide.
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